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PSYCHOLOLICAL S:i'ODIES OF BILINGUAL PERFORMANCES

AND CROSS-JANGUTSTIC DIFFERENCES
1

Klaus F. Riegel

Center for Research on Lzgu-ge and Language Behavior
The University of Michigan

Concepts and theo)-ctical Is3tie,i found Co be significant
in psychological studies of bilingual performanq and cross-
linguistic differences but which are neitLer exr,licated nor
incorporated la studies described in later portions of this
paper are analyzed in the first section. In the second sec-
tion, a cross - linguistic psychological malysis is described
which contributes a prerequisite for the following, more
complex investigations of bilingual behavior. In the third
section, those investigations are reported which explore
implicit and explicit response tendencies in intralirgual
and interlingual performance. Finally, is the fourth section,
psychological difficulties In translation, especially problems
of rearrangements of interlingual transformations, are
investigated.

Congruent with the main purpose cf these investigations, the follow-
ing report summarizes theoretical explorations and psychological research
on cross-linguistic clifferencas, bilingualism, and second-language learn-
ing. In part it incorporates eacl.ier work by the present author. When-
ever this is done, reference to reports previously published will be made.

In the first Je_tion, we analyze concepts and theoretical issues
found to be 3ignificalz for the topics of investigation but neither
sufficiently explicated nor fully incorporated into the studies to be
described later. Much further work needs to be done in order to achieve
stch goals. In the second section, a cross-linguistic psychological
analysis is described which contributes a prerequisite for the following,
more complex investigations of bi'ingual behavior. In the third section,
these investigations are reported which explore implicit and explicit
response tendenci2s in intralinp,ual and interlingual performance. In

the fourth section, psychological difficulties in translation, especially
problems of rearrangements or interlingual transformations, are investigated.

Theoretical Considerations of Cross-linguistic
Differences and Bilingualism

Types of bilingual conditions. If we look from the outside at
bilingual situations, we analyzewhat might be called--bilingual
ecologies. Let us assume that an individual is exposed to two languages
with vocabularies of size A and B, respectively. Theoretically, any word
in the vocabulary A could be contextually related to any other word in A.
rhus, the number of possible combinations or simple relations in. A equals
A x A or A2. The same is true for B. However, a bilingual individual

IJ
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will also be burdened with interLinual relations between A and B as
well as between B and A. Theoretically there arc A x B possible combina-
tions for each of the two directions. Therefore, the bilingual sneaker
might he exposed to fo9t_- times as may relations than the monolin:zual
speaker, i-e., (A + Bre instead of A-. Since his vocabulary might he
only twice as large as for a 7onolingnal, i.e., A 4. B instead of A, a
comparison of the relative growth:, of his vocabulary with his repertoire
of relations allows 11, to draw specific inferences about the language
acquisition process.

Disregarding-the fact that only a few of all possible combinations
between elements are realized within or between any of the two languages,
the answer to the question of waether a bilingual child wilc, indeed,
acquire four times as many relations en a Lonolingn al child depends upon
the environmental, linguistic caditions in wiaieTc he finds himself. Sub-

sequently, and shown in Fipaire I, different type'; of bilingualism can be
distinguished. On one extreme we find, for Listance, an orphan who has
been raised within one linguistic collmunity and, after losing his

family has been raised within a new linguistic setting in which hes first
language is not kfown. The child will retain its native language for a
certain period 3f time but, because of diesc, is likely to lose it over
the years. A bilingual individual of this type, will be exposed to and
will become partially familiar with the iatralirgual sets of relations
in both A and it but practically none of the interlingual relations
connecting rue two langn,],Aes. lb is typu of language behavior might be
called indepenc:elltbiinolfs

1 bare

At the other extreme, we finl children who are ext,osed to a linguistic
environment in which twi. langunges A-[:c almost randomly mixeu_ Hauditions
li%e these are apprf.ximated in the slang of Spanish-Americar Thettos in
New York and Los Angell; or ::Cent{ the over cla s Japanete-Amcricans 01
Chinese-A.fluticar.-: in ihe tyre of language behavior might
be called confonodedhiliugual_is2m 1=arly ps:.cholagical research has con-
sistently pointed to infLrier Jerformance vels of such children in
both languages and. subL.,..fqu.:nt.ly, has contr;buted to the rather negative

attitude tnwafd hEliui.uali n aJlong many educators and behLvioraf scientists,
not to mention IA.(2 ,cublic lar;;e. Aside from the fact that mast of
these chitdrn are f-.cIally i.na culturally deprived to begin with, the .

following inspection of cur C.4a0 their oeficiencie,,, in comparison

to their mats :; in ciou.IlIninia setting pinusibli.

If we asslrfe ;hat child, dnr 1; a period of time, can acquire
a specific amount vy,-holinguiAlc information or knowledge, represented,
for instance, hy a stiall subsection of our diagram of Figure 1, the
unfavorable condi,.tuas of the ghee to child 0111" c le.irly apparent.
Keeping all othL, f,v tors corn,tant, Intelligence, motivation,
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stimulation of the environment, etc., he distributes his efforts over
all four quadrants of the diagram and, thus, receives only 1/4 of the
relational information a monolingual child would be able to receive in
his language and only 1/? of the information which a child raised under
independent bilingual conditions could receive in his two languages.
Thus, the environmental contingencies of the confounded bilingual con-
ditions are clearly disadvantageous to the child. No wonder that his
performance is lower and that he may never catch up with his more for-
tunate age-mates.

Since there will always be some positive transfer from the first to
the second language, a completely separated exposure to two languages;
as under the independent bilingual contingencies, is not ideal either.
Therefore, educators have always attempted to find a compromise between
these two extreme conditions, generally by reducing the set of interlingual
relations to a minimum, i.e., to the two sets of equivalence relations,
A B and B a A. The condition in which some but not all interlingual
relations are invoked be called coordinated bilingual condition (see
Figure 1B), even though term has been used in a different sense by
Ervin and Osgood (1965).

Under coordinated bilingual conditions the teacher builds upon the
well developed first language system by introducing a small set of inter-
lingual relations, namely equivalence relations, such as TABLE TISCH.
Thus, much of the knowledge in the first language might be transferred
to the second language, especially, if both belong to the same language
family. Of course interference is also likely. At other occasions,
special audio-visual techniques introduce extralingual relations in
order to aid the acquisition of equivalence relations and of the second
language in general. Since also first language learning is initiated
and supported by extralingual relations (such as by overt labelling of
objects and by demands and commands for actions) second language acquisi-
tion might utilize a dual connectivity rs indicated in Figure 2.

Insert Figure 2 about here

In extending our argument, eventually we need to explore whether
instructions under coordinated bilingual conditions ought to be narrowly
restricted to equivalence relations. Of course, and as shown already,
precise, one-to-one equivalence relations or translations hardly ever
exist for any two languages. Perhaps for this reason alone, second-
language teachers ought to consider much more forcefully a wide variety
of semantic and conceptual relations between two languaFes. In some of
the studies to be described, for instance, we taught second language
learners not only narrow equivalence relations, such as TABLE TISCH,
but also class names to the stimulus 010BEL), coordinates (STUHL, SCHRANK),
parts (REIN), etc. The facilitating effects of such conceptual equivalence
training was striking and enabled the student to proceed much more freely
and reasonably within the second-languag..? system.
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Statistical_growth models: As shown in investigations of literary
texts (Herdan, l960) and of first. language acquisition (Riegel, 1966), the
total amount. of linguistic input (or output) is logarithmically rcldted to
the amount of linguistic information, i.e,, to the number of -..liffrunt
relations. The longer the text, the rore redundant it will beco ie. The
uncertainty is high only at tl ;c beginning.

If we apply the growth models thus derived to the study of bilingual
development we have to take account of the following special parameters
(aside from those concerning the overall size of the repertoire and the
rate of exposure); Proportional prevalence of the first vs. the second
language (p + q = 1.0), tine of shift into the bilingual environment (to),
and type of environmental conditions (independent VF. confounded, or any
intermediary condition).

In one of our previous papers (Riegel, 196813) various growth curves
ha-:e been determined and esti,aates of tiro environmental utility have been
derived, Utility coefficients are defined by integral ratios, this nominator
of which represents the bilingual growth curve for different values of the
parameters mentioned ane. the dc,ncmlmator, the monolingual growth curve. By
means of these coefficients queiloas oah he answered on the optimum time
for initiating second language training, the time at which the second lan-
guage will become :minant, the efficacy of the two bilingual conditions,
the burden placed upon Ss ender confounded condition, the decline with
age in the pos. hi Lit; of mas:erin,; a second larpuage, etc.

Admittedly, th se enploratins simplify and idealize the practical
bilingual situations. ?:or more approximations at least the
following factors need also be ::en.iidet-ed 11 r-Aditioa to the three para-
meters mentioned: (a) the d:grue of similarity betveen the two languages
which will both cause transfer and interference, perh;:ps differentially
in regard to phonetic, .:emantie, or ynt.,Htie aspects ,aid in ,.og;Ird to the

age of Ss. (h) The variation in the type of linguistic: eclvir,:,, .lts from

day to day or over long,...r and stabie 1:erls of tIA! life :pan, such as
between baby talk, rlaygroun1 L:E7, school lanc,ae, profksior.al language,
etc. (With do Sanoor 11q11], such one language might
be called "parolf!;" in distinction rc,1 ti. lnugua,l.e in general, "la iangue").
(c) Psychological rather th;:r p;ysical, eilviroomental contingencies which
will allow to maKe c'ifferential predictiors concerning the perception,
storage retrieval -nd gtoductier of langu4,e. ,d) the high redundancies of
the relational (t.c., the fact Urn- only a few of all po:,sible rela-
tions might. ocur ri.1 c re. Uzi:6 by the leann J.ich reduce the
total. aTonat cf TICCIHItV to efficient c,ru.unicntion
in eahe7 ono

Lev As of deyelop7,ent: The types of bilingual conditions
can be regarded a; cytremer. of a devel ,rontal sequence of five levels w:1
the independent condition at !he beginning and the confounded condition at
the endpoint. Seca ill his way, the chili in a ccuidunied bilingual environ-
ment, st1,711 arc In it ;;Lcto, is overburdene,l %;ith an advanced type of input
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incongruent with is intellectual maturity and characterized by the
failure to maximize the independence of the first and second 1^nguages
within the whole relational system. Without exception, the separate
utilization of these two subsystems remains the primary goal of lan-
guage training even though the interconnections might be important for
a fuller, contrastive comprehension of both languages.

Level I characterizes the very early steps in the acquisition of
the first language by which parts of the vocabulary A are acquired on
the 'Jasis of extralingual relations. Thus, the interconnections are of
a special type, namely between words and the objects, events, or qualities
which they denote. The number of tnse extralingual relations, placed
into the cells of the main diagonnl of the A x A matrix, is equal to or
less than A. At Level I, no second language is acquired, thus B = 0.

At Level II, various in:orconnect:ons in A will be learned.
Theoretically, each item could he connected with all other items and
(as at Level I) with the object, event or quality which it denotes.
Thus, the maximum number of relations will be A2. At this level, too,
B = 0.

At Level III, parts of d vocabnlar:: B are acquired on the basis of
equivalence relations. Fcalvalence relations appear on the main diagonals
of the two interlingual quadrants of Figure 1 and connect items in B to
their translations in A and vice versa. Thus, the total vocabulary
equals A + B, but it is likely that B -* A. 711.2 total number of possible
relations equals A2 + 2B, whereby the second term refers to the equivalence
relations A B and B -* A. The number of equivalence relations going in
either direction may be unequal, if the two languages differ in the size
of their repertoires. Level Ill resembles Level. I and is of great
importance for the initiation of second-language learning, i.e., for
acquiring information such as "In German, table is called tisch." This

type of learning will be quickly supplemented by more complex forms of
language behavior. Under independent bilingual conditions and as a function
of the teaching technique applied, Level TEL may be substituted (or
supplemented) by a modified form of Level i relating the vocabulary items
of Ole second language to the objects, events, or qualities which they
denote rather than to their translated labels. In this case, the set of
relations equals A2 B rather than A2 + 2B.

At Level IV, items in B are also interconnected. The relations with
A remain of the equivalent type. Thus, the total vocabulary equals A B,

whereby B may approach A, and the total number of relations consist of
those in A those in B and the equivalence relations A B, and B 4 A,
that is, Al + B2 + 2B. The extralingual relations might be placed along
the main diagonal of the econd language matrix, represented by the term
B2. If they do not appear, the above expression should be reduced by B.
In any case, Ss may derive the extralingual relations in B without further
instructions on the basis of the extralingual relations in A and the
equivalence relations A - B and B 4 A.
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At Level V, items are interconnected. The vocabulary remains
A + B. The number of relations equals A2 4- B2 + 2AB = (A + B)2. The
proficiency of most bilinguals will re -rain at Level IV, but under ex-
ceptional circumstances Level V may be attained. Mu cover, tt is con-
ceivable that A = B or A ¢ I, both far the languages to he learned as
well as for those portions .a ready ;earned.

The above levels most he regarded as transitional periods in con-
tinuous process of change. 'hey overlap greatly. Tints, while an indiv-
idual ccntinues to realize extralingual relations, he may already
explore intralingual relations between the items of his first vocabulary
Also, while stilt acquiring equivalence ,...olntions, he will. he exposed to

intralingual relations within his second languae or to interlingual
relations between Lho two languages. Taking all these vriattions into
account, most psycholinuits will, nevertheless, agree that Level II
Follows I cad Level 11. Pwwevar, Ill may be substituted by
a special condition, whenever the second language is introduced by
extralingual rather chau equivalence relations. Level V either follows
II or IV or co-occurs t,i_th them, whenever both languages are simultaneously
introduced under confwInded conditions. Thu':, the five levelsmuch
like current "stage" tLeores of tic vLlepttent--meet the requitement of
partially ordered ucc,les.

Delrees of bilinottal_proficiencv: The dineubson of bilingual types
and levels cln he ext.t,nded to 1, count for :triatiens in hilingual per-
formance. Ii we 7it.w tie :attrleys of Figure 7 as representing all
possible inter-!.'tcw ettH)t.t , re 1 at ioas , we real ize that in
concrete te.t.ting ttuctions antt d-TcrLra upon Ss' .,;e.Juo-langnap.,
proficiency, various iatervening ;L:;,L occur. Denoting equivalence
relations by doubt(- arrow-, all ethor criattHms by single arrows
(-9, left and right-hand tern:t of relarions (stimuli and resporse.-;) by
capital letters (5 and i;11_,4Vc1:!Th4 term tenor c.is ;tters (s,r),
the following Intl:re:nes maim Le dtawn.

For intralingoal perfot.,.anrts in tee first ittagotge (rc?resentLd, hy

the left upper t'q,:rt_ of Fignre 71, tlo octot.cterie of tutervenin steps
is unlikely except for rewire, ittol to a gneral theory of :aediational
processes, thus,

For intralingnal petierm mcte it, time second :Janence (represented by
the right lover scan,re efFinuno 1) at !ast tie felloving paradigms need
to 12t- consdert: :

(a) 'oubjet-t operate exein,t.eiv w i tnIn the second lanvage system:

5

(h) Subjects; :r;?cialy trin, late the sti-oi,e, then associate into
tle l'arguage:

-1 B
A 3
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(c) Subjects implicitly associate into the first language, then
translate their implicit responses:

SB . rA 4 R8

(d) Subjects implicitly translate the stimulus, implicitly associate
in their first language, then translate their implicit response:

SB
r R

B A A

Ihree paradigms are conceivable for each of the two interlingual
conditions represented by the lover left and upper right squares of
Figure 7:

S
A

R
B

S
B

R
A

SA s8 and S =1i rB . RA

, 4 S
A

4 s
A A

It seems reasonable to propose that the great-z a person's second-
language proficiency, i.e., the more he "thinks in the second language ",
the smaller the number of intervening steps. Subjects' overall reaction
time, for instance, will increase with number of fltervening steps and

thus, when applied as experimental treatments, e.g., in word association
studies, the four iutralingual and interlingual conditions can serve to
estimate the lengths of the various fractions of reaction time that enter
into Ss' overall performance either in an additive or in any other manner
and, in genera], can serve to measure Ss' proficiency. It is questionable
whether an increase in response variability can also be expected. Response
variability does not only increase with the number of intervening steps
but is also dependent upon the size of the second- language vocabulary.
Since the size of the vocabulary increases as the mr.ber of intervening
steps decreases, i.e., with language proficiency, it may counteract any
potential decrease in response variability. The significance of all these
factors and their interactions as well os their dependence on the age of
Ss, on types and levels of bilingualism, etc., need to be tested by
empirical means.

Equivalence relations: Our discussion of bilingual conditions, de-
velopment and performances has been considerable simplied by assuming that
equivalent terms are related in a one-co-one manner to each other. As
Catford (1965) convincingly shows, this is hardly ever the case. When
comparing a translated text with its original, even such seemingly
unambiguous terms as definite articles are not in a co,,,istent manner
translated into the other language. The French articles, le, la, 1', and
les, for instance, are on the average only 64.62 at the time translated
by the. In many instances, they ace omitted altogether (14.2%), trans-
lated by the indefinite article (2.4%), or substituted by words other
than articles.
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Since translation is a two-way process and since a retro-translation
seldomly reproduces the original. statement from Which th., first: translation
originated these ambignitief, are serious indeed. As fllredy discussed in
our section on interlingual oc.mmunication systems, ti(: Of the
equ'valence relations caries graat:y bitween for: ft as low for
common nouns and verbs that denote prceivahle actions; it is high for
abstract terms ;_:nd 001 in fonctica words, especially ore ,ositjons.

Generally, rc:t items generate an rray of divcreent. ..enivalence
terms, as much as an array of items may cenvarge upon S c,nt-in equivalence
term. Subsequently, erh cf11 on the main diap,onals of interlinguaJ

matrices whIeh hc2n ref,,,,tved Iii 0 sinio ru..]:r.tiop, needs

to be substituted by a sulnm,trix of ckplivalenoos. v,: ft,:atin of

these complexities suggests two i4s0es. F1rst, eclu:va'eree relntionh

are many-to-many relations. This prolop might sec tiHff -olne but can

be appropriato_ly lid Hi to mothedology i.ntraduheH ia cur second
chapter and in the reaindt_r nf tl:e boob. lf.d..:1 this issue

is not any more comp !ox chan those of ,y:_ralinuef relat.Hus where, like-
wise, most sin, label:, Thafor t, a image of tdlfects, evef,ts, or qualities.
Second, since us Him: rh Ihtif tlle oxcypt;on r-o:hor than

the rule. translatife,s ;d1.)ald ird. Ho reHtrftted to the no;d level, but
have to intrude larger scrueturH henconnts. This conclil,ion introduces

the concept of the rank of tNte. iaLion.
A

The rarik refei ,. tic stifi,:tral level at 51 1 ;rarslntirpri occurs.

Includng traw;cripLin,L At LH, vi end, such as into ,ifferent graphical
styles or betc:eon gropidri eJ s, the rany,, of the rank
extends into s..u.tceluo. transiitioas. Eurther cc no/lid .,:ard in rank,

the less .... hit. ii, :ac "1-1-,en" the beeomes. Dependent upon
the t,..pe of Aomtnts rive fluctuatt in rank,

sometimes prodecifg equivolt'uLe of i l*HiiOii tomes, somet_is
using parts or f..hele sorten."es as u:Ht'

The more .1 ?nu-ff.:Lit:ion tehdh to-rard the latter cc.rHt.cL, the ht.'re It

becomes entartOed the semaatic-:;ynt, tin or...n.Lmit;.,. of the 0111010

and the 51 ti 50th v on ut rli,J transforCitions. ahis is
especially clan, ,H.,:ef ttdhs'Ttihg Ire/1 a ilon-infl..,f,d i'alo an inflected

language. The litter usf,uf int-ectioa it an adfitiofwfl clue for the iden-
tification f ienL:uic part: (.11 FlOr, ..nord order Clan a

language with a 1 il. f faC,etion. Stated ifica.-ently, if 5,IlLt:a,t2

parts are ,;uftic:r.,ntiy ty 1,inguaiics can use

word order as a ,I,ens f,)1 genmraf 1 11 rklii rypc u! lists in

Geman, doT,Tiwrf 01.11,,os e using a
diffotont ordor for tIn sffj.,c, rfa.di.rf, and ohect of tin
sentences, winrI. , in up: fo ;tiffs :iwayf' the SA1W.

Subsequently, the I 11age )tar:-or is Co a.-nprire spec.fic

transformation inl-f- H or]tr to fror,latf., or transfer'information,

tequfrenfent shi 1 places 11 heavy upon his 5C ill.
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Cross-Linguistic Differences in Associative Behavior

In our analyses of cross-linguistic differences and bilingualism we
had to determine, first, whether the principal method of our explorations,
the restricted association tasks, could be adopted for the use in languages
ot'ler than English and would be applicable without serious difficulties to
stucients of foreign languages. For this purpose ex?loratory studies were
conducted with native speakers of Erglish, German, French, Spanish, Chinese,
and Japanese. In a sec 'd series of studies, more detailed inquiries were
made into the semantic-cognitive categories and general relations of
English, German, Spanish and Italian. At the same time, differences is
performance across three age levels were analyzed and methodologies for
cross-linguistic, cross-sectional comparisons were explored.

Cross-lin,guistic differences in associative behavior between six
languages: By using associative or similar techniques, performance might
differ in the overall number of different responses produced by groups
of Ss equal in size and elicited by sets of equivalent stimuli equal in
number. Observed differences between groups could reflect variations in
the size of the vocabularies either between languages or between groups
of Ss or both. The former is of interest in the present section; the
latter will be discussed in the next section-ard indicates variations in
Ss' proficiencies. According to our diagram in Figure 1, variations in
the size of the vocabularies would be represented by differences in the
number of rows and columns of the corresponding relational matrix, i.e.,
by differences in the cverall size of the matrices. Relational matrices
of a given size may vary, furthermore, in the number of cell entries, i.e.,
in terms of how completely the ratrices are filled. Again, there might
be differences between the languages as well as between the language users,
i.e., between proficiency levels.

The overall size of the vocabularies can be assessed by determining
the number of different responses (Types) to cue or several stimuli. When
expressed as a ratio of the total number of resporses (Tokens) this index
is known as the Type-Token Ratio (ITR) and measures the repetition of
responses to particular stimuli given by different ';s (subject overlap).
A second measure determines the overlap of responses given by either single
or several Ss to particular stimuli but under different task instructions
(task overlap). At one extreme, all Ss might produce precisely the same
responses to a particular stimulus under different task instructions. In

this case, the classes of responses show the lowest degree of differentia-
tion and Ss the highest degree of conceptual diffusion. At the other
extreme, Ss might produce distinctly different sets of responses to the
same stimulus under different task instructions. In this case, the
differentiation of response classes and Ss conceptual clarity would be
greatest.

In the following study we will make only crude estitates of the degree
of conceptual clarity and response class differentiation, by enumerating
average degrees of overlap between all the responses riven by different
groups of Ss to sets of equivalent stimuli under a fined number of task

1 u
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instructions (for a more complete description see Riegel, 1968). In the
next study, we will make finer differentiations in terms of the size and
number of response classes, the number and types of general relations,
and the dimensions of the semantic-cognitiv: space composed of ouch
clases and general relations.

Twenty-four Ss each (12 males and 12 fnmales with an age
range from 18 to 34 years) were recruited within the following
linguistic groups: English (American), German, French, Spanish,
Japanese, and Chinese. Thus, 48 Ss each represented Germanic,
Romance or Far Eastern languages respectively. All Ss lived in
the United States but were native speacers of the above languages.
Most of them (78%) were foreign graduate students in different
departments at the University of Michigan, at Michigan State
University or they were wives of graduate students. The others
were undergraduate students. secretaries, research workers or
junior staff members. The Americans ere first- or second-year
gtAuate students in psychology or in joint programs of psychology
anu other disciplines. Three of the German Ss came from Austria
and one from Switzerland. The French group included five Belgians,
two Algerians, and one S each from Morocco and Tunisia. Five of
the Spanish speaking Ss came from South America; ten were from
Venezuela, five from Argentina, three from Costa Rica and two each
from Cuba, Mexico and Spain. All Japanese Ss were born in Japan.
The Chinese came either from Taiwan or Hong Kong, but many of
them were born on the Chinese mainland.

The paper and pencil tests were administered individually
with self-explanatory instructions in the six languages and
without time limits. The translation: were prepared with the
aid of various staff members in different language departments
at the University of Michigan. Each :est consisted of seven
pages with 35 common noun stimuli selected from the Kent-Resanoff
word association test (1910). Two dFferent orders of the
stimuli were used in equal numbers for each language. Seven
types of restricted association tasks (.aordinates, Similarities,
Contrasts, Superordinates, Parts, Functions, and Qualities) were
randomly assigred co seven pa3es of tie test booklets. Furthcr-

, more, two test forms were used for all but English and Japanese.
Each form was administered to 12 randomly selected Ss of the
four remaining groups. The two forms differed in that they
included one of two alternate translations of five English stimuli.

(1) The number of different responses dependent upon the kind of
reletionc; tapped in the tasks. In some cask many appropriate responses,
such as words denoting qualities, ray be available in a language. The
same: result can be produced, however, when :he number of appropriate
responses, such a3 for contrasts, is small. In this cure Ss may feel
Compelled to use lees appropriate responses, F. behavior which would
yie?.d many different teaponses, coupled witM larbr numbers of blanks.

Inscrt Figure 3 about lere
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As shown in Figure 3 the average Type-Token Ratios for the Germanic
languages are lowest (overall average: English = .41; German = .41) and
those for the Romance languages are of intermediate magnitude (French =
.50; Spanish = .52). The Type-Token Ratios for the two Far Easterr languages
deviate frcm one another but, on the averag, are higher than for the
Germanic languages (Japanese = .46; Chinese = .60). Figure 3 also in-
dicates the interactions between the seven tasks and the language families.
The fluctuations in Type-Token Ratios between the tasks are roughly
parallel between the Germanic and the Romance languages with Coordinates,
Similars and Superordinates being farthest apart from one another. For
the infralogical tasks of Parts, Functions and Qualities, the Type-Token
Ratios of the Far Eastern languages are parallel to those of both the
Romance and the Germanic languages, though consistently higher. With
the exception of the Contrasts, the trend for the logical tasks parallels
that of the Germanic languages, though is again higher. Thus, th task
of finding opposites to common nouns, which proved especially difficult
in the Germanic languages (hir:best number of blanks), seems to be
relatively less ambiguous in the Far Eastern languages. Koreover, on
Coordinates, Contrasts and Superordinates, the variability of the Far
Eastern languages is lower than of the Romance languages. This result is
further elaborated in the following analysis of task overlap.

(2) she overlaps between tasks was determined by counting for each S
the number of identical responses given to the same stimulus under the
seven instructions. However, instead of analyzing the seven-by-seven
matrices thus obtained, we disrew.rd the single overlaps between any two
tasks and restrict our discussion to the sum of overlaps of any one task
with the remaining six.

The average sums of overlaps are lowest for French (.69) and English
(.91), and highest for Chinese (1.71) and Spanish (1.73). German (1.12)
and Japanese (1.30) attain intermediate values. Since still higher sums
have been observed for American undergraduates for the same set of tasks
and stimuli (Riegel, Riegel, Smith 5 Quarterman, 1968), the variation
between the six groups may be determined by differences in education as
much as it is determined by differences between the languages. While
this argument can be rejected only if the groups were perfectly matched
in educational status(an objective which ma,' be hard if not imgossible
to attain in cross-cultural studies), it oecomes less valid if covaria-
tions rather than absolute amounts of overlaps and if language families
rather than individual languages are compared.

Insert Figure about her

As shown in Figure 4, Romance rind Germanic languages have about
equally high overlaps for Coordinates, Similar; and Contrasts. Yar
Eastern languages, however, attain still higher values aad thus reveal
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special conceptual difficulties in differentiating between these three
tasks. In particular, an inspection of the complete overlap matrices
shows unusually high correlations between Similars and Contrasts for
Chinese and between Coordinates and Contrasts for Japanese. Cr, the

remaining four tasks of Superordinates, Parts, Functions and Qualities
the overlaps of the Romance languages match those of the Fat Eastern
languages, whereas the scores for the Germanic languages are much lower.

(3) The main purpose of the present study was to test the applica-
bility of tasks of association in different languages. Since mo:-_,t Ss

were recruited on the campus of a university they may constitute groups
comparable with one another on such variables as intelligence or educa-
tional status, but it is unceitain whether they represent equivalent
samples of the populations in their native countries. The foreign
groups are likely to be composed of Ss about as highly if not more
highly selected than the group of Americla graduates. Since the measures
applied have been found to vary with age and education (Riegel, Riegel,
Smith & Quarterman, 1A8) the present findings cannot be generalized
readily to other sections of she populations.

Like the results of several previous studies of free-word associa-
tions (Levi, 1949; Lambert, 1956; Lambert & Moore, 1966; Rosenzweig,
1957, 1964; Kolers, 1963), the average response variability was lowest
for American Ss. In contrast to the findings of Rkn,sell and Meseck (1959),
however, the response variability in German was almcJt as low as in English.
Low response variability is indicative of ease in test taking as well as
of a high communality in school standards and a high degree of intra-
cultural communication (Jenkins & Russell, 1960)

The agreement between the results on restricted associations and the
previous ones on free associations was !ly no means a foregone conclusion.
Mednick (1962) considers a flat distribution of free-associative responses
as a sign of creativity. Free associative response variability also in-
creases with age and education (Riegel & Riegnl, 1964; Palermo & Jenkins,
1964; Riegel, 1968a), whereas the production of Superordinates, Similars,
Parts, Functions, etc. conver;les, increasingly with age, toward a few

appropriate items (Riegel, Riegel, StInth & Quarternan, 1968). The present

results indicate that the negative relationship in response variability
between free and restricted associations varies in magnitude from language
to language and with the types of restrictions.

Similar results are obtained vhen the restricted associative overlaps
were analyzed for the different languages. Even thougi, the sum of over-

laps of any one task with the r' six correlates with the number
of different responses, this correlation is far from perfect. For instance,

French, which is but fourth in response variability, has the lowest re-
sponse overlap, and thus, shows the greatest degree of response class
differentiation and conceptual clarity. Chinese and Spanish have the
highest response overlaps as well as the highest response variability.

16
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Again, it would be premature to attribute these results exclusively
to differences between the languages. Intelligence and age of Sri may be
equally or even more important determinants. The present study as

sufficiently shown, however, that restricted associations can be
successfully adopted for use in foreign languages and that the results
will indicate marked differences between individuals as well as between
languages. The following study analyzes bilingual differences in a more
specific manner.

Intralingual and Interlingual Differences in Bilingunl Performance

In the following section we are discussing a series of investigations
on the application of intralingual and interlingual relations. The first
two studies are using American And Spanish students as Ss most of which
are still engaged in acquiring second language proficiency. Only intra-
lingual performances are tested but explorations are also made into types
of bilingualism and levels of proficiencies. The last two studies are
using American and German bilinguals both under intralingual and inter -
lingual conditions. By obtaining reaction time measures of their verbal
responses, explorations are made into processes intervening between
stimulation and responding.

Intralingual associations of American and Spanish students: According
to our interpretations, language acquisition consists in a gradual accumula-
t:.on of relational information. Dependent upon the quality of the informa-
tf.on given and the activity of the learner, words will be identified and
their meanings progressively explicated; at the same time word classes and
general relations will be abstracted from the relational information given.

With the few exceptions mentioned in the introductory sections of this
chapter, second-language acquisition is delayed in comparison to that of
the native language (this is, after all, the reason why we speak of second
rather than alternate language learning). At the beginning, the few rela-
tions within the second language will be connected in multiple ways. If

this were not the case (as it might occasionally happen under inefficient
second language training procedures), relations would appear as isolated
bits and, thus would neither allow for the explication of word meanings nor
for the abstraction of word classes through the intersection of these rela-
tions.

At the beginning, the second language learner, thns, has available a
few relations of a compact and overlapping set. Ztated e7tplicitly in

reference to the present study, the following predictions are made: (1)
When asked to react to a set of stimuli, a second language learner's
reEpons., variability will be limited, his repertoire of responses is small.
(2) When asked to respond differently under specific task instructions, he
will repeat himself often by using identical answers under different
instructions, thus, indicating a lack of differentiation of response classes.
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(3) Generally, there will be differences in the approximation of the target
language of native speakers. These three propositions were test2d in the
following study (for a trove complete description see Riegel, Ramsey and
Riegel, 1967).

Forty-eight Ss participated in the experiment, 24 native
English speakers and 24 native Spanish speakers. The first
group consisted of undergraduates at the University of Michigan
in a moderately advanced (5th semester level) Spanish course.
The native Spanish speakers were, for the most part, graduate
students or wives of graduate students at the University of
Michigan. Partitioned according to dialect areas, ten were
from Venezuela, five from Argentina, three from Costa Rica,
and two each from Cuba, Mexico and Spain. All Ss were asked
to rate their second language proficiency. By using the follow-
ing four catetegories, poor (1), fair (2), good (3), and
excellent (4), Spanish Ss evaluated their proficiency at 2.5
and American Ss at 2.2.

All Ss took two tests, one in their native and the other
in their second languages. At least three weeks elapsed between
the two administrations. Each test 'onsisted of seven pages of
the same 35 noun stimuli used in the preceding studies. The

following seven tasks were randomly assigned:to the pages:
Superordinates, Coordinates, Similars, Contrasts, Functions,
Qualities and Parts. Two test forms were used in Spanish.
Each form was administered to 12 randomly selected Ss. The

two forms differed in that they each included alternate transla-
tions of five English stimuli.

(1) The design of the present study has been depicted in Figure 5.
The shaded sections indicate the conditions tested and the degree of
shading the proficiency differences expected. Turning first to the evaluation
of the last hypothesis, i.e., on differences in the approximation of the
target languages, the most direct measure of the success in learning a
second language can be obtained by enumerating the identical response.:
given by ti:e first and second language learn ors to a particular task and
stimulus. In such a comparison three indices can be derived. The first

is the most precise measure and includes, in the strictest sense, the
number of identical responses given by both groups. This measure is called

minimum group overlap, MGO. The second includes those responses given by
both groups but 1,aced upon the frequencies of the native speakers. This

measure is called first language_group overlap, 1st GO. The third measure
is the same as the second but lists the frequencies of the second language
learners. This measure is called second :ianguhge group overlap, tad GO.

Insert Figure 5 abcut here
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The following sinplified example will clarify the measures: If the
word TABLE is given eight times by the first and five times by the second
language learners as a Coordinate to the stimulus CHAIR, and if tle
response BED occurs three times among the first and four times aruong the
second language learners, then the minimum group overlap, MGC (always
using the lowest of the two figures) equals 5 + 3; the first language
group overlap, 1st GO, equals 8 + 3; and the second language group over-
lap, 2nd GO, equals 5 + 4.

Insert Figure 6 about here

The three measures are also explained in the Venn diagram of Figure 6
which elaborates the concept of "shared sign systems" discussed in the
introduction to this chapter. The two large circles represent the responses
of the first and the second language learners, respectively. The inter-
section, the double shaded area, represents the minimum group overlap (MGO).
The left shaded area (including the intersection) represents the first
language group overlap (1st GO), and the right shaded area the second
language overlap (2nd GO). Overlapping responses in each group that are
not accounted for by the minimum overlap (shaded half-moons) can be
derived by subtractions. In particular, (1st GO) (MGO) = A, the over-
lapping responses by the first language learners not accounted for by the
minimum group overlap, responses to be incorporated at higher
frequencies into tae repertoire of the second language learners for a
good approximation of the target language. The overlapping responses by
the second language learners not accounted for by the minimum group
overlap are given by (2nd GO) (MGO) = C, and represent "over approxima-
tions", i.e., responses which are used by second language learners more
frequently than by the native speakers. The frequencies should be .:educed
for a good approximation of the target language. Final13, area B repre-
sents those responses that are not yet used by the second language
learners at all, and D those that are only used by the second language
learners. Both B and D (unshaded half-moons) can be derived by subtract-
ing MGO and A (or C) from 100 percent. The percentage of B should be
increased anc: that of D should be reduced to zero for a perfect approxima-
tion of :ne target language, i.e., the two circles should move toward one
another and merge in the end.

Congruent with their self-evaluations, second learners of Spanish are
less proficient than those of English. The average minimum group overlap
with the native speakers, MGO, is only 28.5% for students of Spanish, but
44.4% for students of English. Moreover, the percentages of words that
occur already, but not as frequently as for the native speakers, A, are
only 10.1% for the second learners of Spanish, but 22.2% for the second
learners of English. This brings the total percentages of words that are
already in the repertoire of the second language learners and are also used
as responses by the native speakers to 38.6% for the Spanish and to 66.6%
for the English language. Complementary, second learners of Spanish have
to acquire 61.4% new items (B) but those of Ln151ish only 33.4%.

16
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In our interpretations we, certainly, do not maintain that a proper
frequency approximation is all that is needed in second languag! learning.
Insights into qualitative differences in distributional properties of the
two languages have to be obtained through comparisons between the different
tasks. Eventually, this information might provide specific information to
the teacher as well as to the students on the latter's deficiencies and
strengths in his second language studies.

As uhown in Table 1, rather marked differences exist between
the tasks. The ser.ond learners of Spanish deviate most strongly
from the native speakers on the response classes of Similars and
Qualities. Both the minimum group overlaps, MGO, a,.d the per-
centages of responses already acquired but used too raiely, A,
are low and thus, the percentages of responses not yet acquired,
B, are above 70%. In comparison, MGO for Parts is also low, but
since the response class A is relatively large, learning has
progressed much further than for Similars and Qualities and the
percentage of responses not yet acquired is but 58.8%. Most
progress has been made on the class of Contrasts where only 47.2%
of new responses have to be acquired and where the minimum over-
lap, MGO, is already very high (42.6%).

Insert Table 1 about here

The second learners of English are most delayed in their
acquisition of Quality responses but have progressed well on
Similars for which, in particular, the percentage of the minimum
group overlap, MGO, is relatively high (44.6%). They are farthest
advanced in the class of Coordinates and Contrast which are closely
followed by Similars. in these three tasks only about 28% of the
responses of the native speakers are not yet part of the repertoire
of the second language learners.

(2) The n.imber of different words used in samples of free speech or
writing of a standard length is indicative of Ss' mastering of the language
as well as of 2ossible differences between languages. A$ indicated in our
first hypothesis, we would,therefore, expect native speakers to excel
second languagi! learners. However, Jt is also well known (see Lambert $.
Moore, 1966; Levi, 1949; Riegel, 1968b; Rosenzweig, 1961, 1964; Russell &
Meseck, 1959) that, generally, native speakers of English produce fewer
different responses in word association tests than native speakers of any
other language investigated. In the present study, these results were
further confounded with differences in second language proficiencies
between the groups of Ss.

Even though native speakers of English produced fewer different English
responses in all seven tasks (average 9.2 out of a total 24 responses)
than native speakers of Spanish in Spanish (average = 12.2), both groups
:teemed to transfer their native response tendencies to their second languages.
Thus, the American Ss produced fewer different responses in Spanish (average
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= 8.7) than Spanish Ss in English (average = 10.5). However, buth
groups produced fewer different responses in their second than in their
first languages (American Ss drop from 9.2 to 8.7; Spanish Ss from 12.2
to 10.5), and thus, confirmed our prediction of the smaller vocabulary
size and response variability of second language learners.

When comparisons were made between the seven types of
relations, the two groups of Ss differed significantly on all
tasks except Parts ant. also the group by language interaction
effects were significant in these cases. The differences
between the languages were significant for the Coordinates
only. Under all four conditions, Ss produced the smallest
number of different responses on Contrasts (average = 13.9).

(3) If, in line with our relational interpretation, we place the
stimuli at the left margin of a matrix, such as shown in Figures 7 and
10, then the responses would appear on top of the columns at the upper
margin. The occurrence of any particular stimulus response relation
could, then, be check-marked in the corresponding cell of the matrix.
If many Ss were giving the same response to a stimulus, it would be
convenfent to indicate its frequency of occurrence in the corresponding
cell. The reduction in response variability, due to the repetition of
the same responses by different Ss has been analyzed in the preceding
section.

If Ss select responses to certain stimuli according to different
instruction, their ..7esponsen might also overlap. The ability to produce
distinctly different sets of responses to the same stimuli but under
different instructions is indicative of their categorizational skills
and their language proficiency. While focusing on this issue, we should
also realize that their success depends, at the same time, on the structure
of the langu,3e within whit:, they are working. Languages vary in the
extent to which they differentiate particular classes of words and
general relations that define these classes. At the present time, we
do not know much and will disregard the little that we know about
differences between languages in categorical and relational systems.

The response repetitions are enumerated by counting the number of
identical responses given to the same stimulus under the seven instruc-
tions. This provides us with one half of a seven-by-seven summary
matrix. In the present analysis we will disregard the single overlaps
between any two tasks, however, and restrict our analysis to the sum of
overlaps of any one task with the remaining six. Tables 2 present the
sums of overlaps per S and stimulus multiplied by 100.

Insert Table 2 about here

As can be derived from Table 2, the sums of overlap added over tasks
are on the average higher, i.e., the conceptual differentiation is lower,
for the English than for the Spanish language (228.4 vs. 184.2), for
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second than for first language learners (234.2 vs. 178.5), and for
Spanish than for American Ss (223.2 vs. 189.4). In making more specifie
comparisons, native speakers of English show a greater overlap than
native speakers of Spanish of tasks of logical relations namely on the
tasks '2f Coordinates, Contrasts and Similars with the exception of
Superordinates. On the remaining tasks, the infralogical relations of
Qualities, Functions, and Parts (denoting physical conditions of the
objects or events named by the stimuli), native speakers of English
have lower overlaps and, thus, show greater conceptual clarity than
native speakers of Spanish.

The overlap distributions across tasks parallel for both
groups of second language learners those of the native speakers.
However, the sums of overlaps are higher for the second language
learners than for the native speakers, indicating lower conceptual
clarity. This result holds in particular, for the second learners
of English and should be compared with their wider response
variabilities noted before. Apparently, tha many different
responses produced by the second language learners of English are
repeatedly used under different instructions.

Comparisons between the first and second language learners
within each language, reveal close approximations of the target
languages by the second learners of Spanish. The second learners
of English, however, seem to "over-approximate" their target lan-
guage by producing much higher overlap coefficients and thus, a
less satisfactory conceptual match. Again, these results ought
to be compared with those on the response variabilities, where
the students of English, but not those of Spanish, approximate
quite closely their target language. Apparently, the former
(Spanish Ss) have acquired a richer vocabulary in English than
the latter (American Ss) in Spanish, but fail to approximate as
well the conceptual verbal structure of their target language.
This result may be partially explained by the great amount of
formal training received by the second learners of Spanish
(American Ss). The second learners of English (Spanish 5s)
represent a more heterogeneous group and their strength nes
in their ability to converse in English. Many of them acquired
their English language skills during active communications with
Americans in this country ::'.:hoot, or with little formal training
in their second language.

(4) The present investigation has been based on the assumption that
second language learning should not orly result in approximations of the
number anc; types of responses which native speakers use but also in an
assimilation of the conceptual structure of the target language represent-
ing its semantic classes and class relations. In this regard native
speakers of English were found to display less clear conceptual distinc-
tions between Coordinates, Contrasts, and Similars than native speakers
of Spanish. They separate more clearly, however, responses denoting
Parts, Qualities, or Functions.

Li
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As anticipated, the conceptual structures of second language learners
are less clear than those of native speakers. Surprisingly, the retarda-
tion was more marked for the English of the Spanish Ss who on al.. simpler
measures scored above the American Ss studying Spanish. Generally, the
American students were very sensitive in reducing or increasing their
response overlaps in approximating the Spanish t rget language. Spanish
students, however, increased indiscriminately the overlaps on all tasks
and thus, while superior in fluency with which they produced many
different responses, were inferior in approximating the conceptual
structure of the English target language. If we compare these results
with those obtained on precisely the same tasks from Ss differing in
educat.:.onal levels and age (Riegel, Riegel, Smith & Quarterman, 1968),
we find that in their differentiation of response classes, the Spanish
of the American Ss resembles closely the English of American college
students, whereas the English of the Spanish Ss corresponds more closely
to that of American 6th graders.

Our findings of the differentiation of classes are at variance with
those on the simpler measures of language proficiency. The group over-
laps, for instance, show much higher values for English than for Spanish.
The students of English (Spanish Ss) have incorporated on some tz.sks as
many as 72% of the words used by the native speakers, whereas the highest
figure for the students of Spanish (American Ss) equals only 53%.
ever, the discrepancy between these results is easily understandable. It

is not sufficient to evaluate the progress in second language learning by
enumerating the number and variation of vocabulary items; the apprehen..
sion and utilization of the conceptual structure of the target language
have to be tested. Our Spanish students of English were inferior in the
latter but superior in the former. Since they had less formal second
language training than the Americans, but had primarily acquired their
English during active, daily cormunication in an American environment, our
findings also suggest differences in the effects of training and teaching
procedures. Formal language training in college settings encourages the
identification of the conceptual structure of the target language, where-
as the informal training in everyday communications leads to fast in-
creases in vocabulary and verbal fluency.

Implicit response tendencies in intralingual and interlingual
associations: In our first stA;7, distributions of intralingual restricted
associations were analyzed for native speakers and second language learners
of English and Spanish. In the following study both intralingual and
interlingual free and restricted word associations are obtained from
native speakers of English with second language training in German. Major
attention will be given in this analysis to intervening response tendencies
for explainini., performance differences.

In particular, the predictions of the present study are derived from
the notion that response variability and types (as well as response speed)
are determined, on the one hand, by the number of items available in the
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active vocabulary. If this number is small, as for second language
learners, also the number of different responses will be small. On
the other hand, response variability and types are also determined by
specific response preferences or sets. ff, for instance, second language
learners prefer translation responses under interlingual conditions their
response variability will he further reduced. Bpth these general proposi-
tions interact under various conditions. Whenever the first prevails, a
specific hypothesis can be derived; when the second prevails an alterna-
tive hypothesis is available. In the present study the following four
hypotheses and their alternatives will be tested:

First, since the second langdage vocabulary of our Ss is smaller
than their first language vocabulary also the set of intralingual rela-
tions will be smaller (Hyp. la). Alternatively .ire predict that since
specific response preferences or sets are not as)firmly established in
the second language, words might be connected inla greater number of
different ways (Hyp. lb).

Second, because of the differences in the size of the vocabularies,
the sets of interlingual relations will fall between the sets of intra-
lingual relations of the first and of the seem': language (Hyp. 2a).
Alternatively we predict that under interlingua conditions second
language learners might choose spe,:ific respons:: sets (Hyp. 2b). For

instance, they might (i) select responses formaly similar with their
stimuli (e.g., have identical initials), (ii) search for translations,
or (iii) search for substitutes of the stimuli :i.e., produce paradigmatic
responses). These tendencies will redu.e the r.i.sponse variability under
interlingual conditions. Under intralingual colditions, responses will
be scattered more randomly. If they can be catgorized at all, they
are likely to be of sequential, syntagmatic typos.

Third, if Y^ impose additional constraints upon S's performance by
asking him to respond within specific categories, the variability for
both the first and the second language will decease (Hyp. 3a).
Alternatively we predict that since stimulus - response relations are
insufficiently established in the second language (except for translative
and similar tendencies under interlingual conditions), this effect might
be reversed (Hyp. 3b). Subsequently, we expect for all but the intra-
lingual condition in the native language (i) greater response variability
for restricted than for free associations, (ii) greater response overlap,
i.e., less differentiation of the response class",:s obtained under different
types of restrictions, and (iii) greater similarty between restricted and
free associ'tive responses.

Fourth, since a person's active vocabulary if- smaller than his passive
vocabulary, response variability is more likely to be affected in com-
parisons between response than the stimulus langrages. Because of the
lower proficiency, this effect will be strangest if the second language
is the response language. It will he of intermeciate magnitude for the

21
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interlingual ,:onditions and weakest if C.e native language is the response
language (Hyp. 4a). For the alternative hypothesis we would have to assume
that a person's active vocabulary is larger than his passive vocabulary
ond, subsequently, that the ordex in which the conditions are affected
would be reversed (Hyp. 4b). Such an assumption does not seem very reason-
able, however, since it merely implies a negation of the fourth hypothesis
as originally stated.

Ten male and 14 female undergraduates participated in the
experiment. Ss had between one and five years of formal training
in German at the high school or college level. Sixtaen of the Ss
had between one and 13 month:, of experience in a Ger:Ilan speaking
country.

When Ss signed up for the experiment, two verbal fluency tests
were administered in a counterbalanced order. Ss we,:e asked to

write down as many English (or German) words as they could think
cf during a 3-min. period. The verbal fluency tests (which do not
represent a central part of the experiment) provide estimates of
Ss active vocabularies. On the average, Ss listed 66 Fnglish and
31 German 1,ords per 3-min. interval. Since there was no overlap
in the distributions of the numbers of words between the two lan-
guages, this difference is highly signtficnnt and supports the
assumptions implied in the first two hypotheses.

The word association tests were administered individually
with self- explanatory instructions. A test consists of five free
and four sets of eight restricted association tasks. Free associa-
tions were always giver: between two and four days prior to the
restricted associations because performance on the ldtter may
influence that on the former the reverse is not likely. The

four sets of restricted associations were split into two halves
and administered between two and four days apart from one another.

The 40 pairs of noun-equivalents were taken from the Michigan
norms (Riegel, 1965a,b; Riegel & Zivian, 168) and were used as
stimuli for both the free and the restricted association tasks.
The stimuli were presented in two serial orders. The orders were
randcally selected for each task. However, both orders were used
an equal number of times for each type of restricted and for the
free association tasks as well as for each of the testing conditions.

Free associations were obtained from each S under five condi-
tions of ,which EE, GC, EG, and GE were administered in counter-
balanced order. For the purpose of comparing responses given to
(presumably) unknown stimuli with those given to stimuli with
which Ss were partinly (Gennah stimuli) or fully familiar (English
stimuli), free association; were also obtained in English to
equivalent French stimuli (FE). It turned out, however, that
12 Ss had some knowledge of French. In order to avoid distortions
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of the main body of the data, FE was always given as tae last of
the free association tasks.

Each S responded under all four concitions (EE, CC, EG, and
GE) to the eight restricted associations task. The order of the
conditions was counterbalances, and the order of the following
eight types of restrictions was randomized for each condition and
for each S: Superordinates, Similars, Function, (Verbs),
Qialities (Adjectives), Foregoing Words, Following Words, Loca-
tions, Parts.

(l.) In spite of Ss' smaller vocabulary (a; estimated by the verbal
fluency tests), the average intralingual response variability (TTR) is
larger for ';erman (GG) than for English (EE) :,see Table 3). Thus, the

few items available in the second language area connected in a greater
number of different ways than in the first language for which particular
response preferences seem to have been well established (Hyp. lb). The
TTRs do not differ between the two interlinguil conditions (GE and EG)
but are markedly lower than for both intralingual conditions (GG and EE)
(Hyp. 2b). An analysis of variance indicates significant effects of the
response language and the interaction (interlingual vs. intralingual
comparison) but not of the stimulus language (Hyp. 4a).

Insert Table 3 about here

In exploring the particular response preferences or sets chat produced
the low 'ariability under interlingual conditions, three methods were
applied:

(i) We enumerated the percentages of respcnses with initials identical
with those of their stimuli. (PSI). These percentages are lowet for the
condition most familar to Ss, namely for EE (77). (This result was re
plicated when the responses to the sane 40 stimuli obtained from the
100 Ss of the Michigan norms were analyzed; in this case PSI equals TO.
The percentages are much higher for n11 the otters and, in particular,
for the interlingual conditions. When only those Ss are considered who
did not indicate any knowledge of French (n), ,i8% of the responses for
FE can be accounted for on this, basis alone, with some knowledge of

French produce about a many responses of this kind as Ss under the GE
condition.

(ii) As the comparisons of these percentages (PSI) between FE and the
four other conditions. show, the strategy of preiticing responses identical
with tie stimuli in their initials becomes les3 Important with increasing
language proficiency. Ss sufficiently acquainted with both languages seem
to shift to highly organized and selective, rarely to translation responses.
AB a lest of this prcposilion and applying the most stringent criterion of
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of equivalence, we enumerated the percentages with which our own trans-
lations of the stimuli were emitted as responses by Ss (PTS). Even

though these percentages may be somewhat inflated since Ss had to go
repeatedly, i.e., four times, through the lists of equivalent stimuli
and thus, may have learned to equate the translations. with one another,
they are high enough to warrant unambiguous interpretations.

The percentages of responses that are translations of their stimuli
(PTS) decreases with stimulus frequencies. The 14 most common words
produce 60% translations in the EG conditions, the 13 medium frequency
words produce 55%, and the 13 low frequency words produce 47%. Similarly,
there is a decline with word frequency of the stimuli in the percentages
of responses with initials identical with those of their stimuli (PSI)
from 60% to 55% and 44%. All these percentages decline somewhat less
regularly for the GE and FE conditions, most likely because the applica-
tion of the American word count (Thorndike & Lorge, 1944) is less
appropriate for the German and French stimulus-equivalents.

Even though translation seems to be the primary mode of responding
under the interlingual conditions, itwould be false to regard responding
by partial identity of stimulus and response (PSI) as a secondary strategy
and, possible, to consider the two percentages as additive. Rather both
strategies are interrelated. Among our own translations, the percentages
of identical stimulus and response initials (PSI) equals 30% for the
English-German. 326 for the English-French, and 18% for the German- French
equivalents.

(iii) According to our present results, Ss are not "really free"
when responding in a free association task. Similar arguments have been
made in a report by Livant (1967) on the free associations of Polish and
American Ss. Under the interlingual conditions in particular, Ss tend
either to translate the stimuli or utilize superficial similarities to
aid their performance. The restricted association tasks allow for the
analysis of further response preferences or sets which direct Ss' free
associative behavior. For this purpose we compared the eight types of
restricted associations of the interlingual conditions of GG and EE with
the five conditions of free associations. Iv particular, we enumerated
the same of those free associative responses which were identical with
the restricted responses given to the same stimuli by our 24 Ss.

In comparing the response languages, more of the German free associa-
tions (EG and GG) were accounted for by German restricted associative
responses (GG) than were the English free associations (GE and EE) by
the English restricted associative responses (EE). The difference
averaged over the eight types of relations was significant and equalled
4X. In comparing the stimulus languages, the restricted associations
accounted for larger percentages of free associations elicited by English
than by German stimuli, but these differences were not significant. By

far the largest and significant differences were observed for the intra-
lingual and :',nterlingual conditions. The average increase amounted to 9%.
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Insert Figure 7 about here

As shown in Figure 7, the largest nuhber of intralingual free asso-
ciations are accounted for by the syntagmatic responses of Following
Words (36%) and Foregoing Words (30%). Third in rank are Similars (29%).
For the interlingual conditions, however, Similars and Superordinates
account for more free associative responses (19% and 18% respectively)
than either Following or Foregoing Words (11% each). Thus, under inter-
lingual conditions Ss exhibit stronger tendencies to search for sub-
stitutes of the stimuli, i.e., for paradigmatic responses (of which
Similars and Superordinates are special cases), rather than to rely on
responses that reflect their experience with linguistic sequences, i.e.,
syntagmatic responses of Foregoing and Following Words. Since transla-
tions are a special form of stimulus substitution this result supplements
our previous observation of high translative tendencies under interlingual
conditions.

When the number of translations are added to the number of free asso-
ciations accounted for by the restricted associations, the total number
of free associations given under EG which can be accounted for in either
way equals 1591 and approaches closely the number of responses accounted
for under GG (1615). For both GE (1102) and FE (609), however, the figures
remain far below that obtained for EE (1963). Thus, for GE and FE
relatively large number of free associative responses are neither tranE-
lations of the stimuli nnr can they be accounted for by the restricted
associations, but are random variations not determined by any detectable
response preferences or sets. As noted before, many are selected on the
basis of superficial similarities, such as their initials.

Insert Table 4 about here

(2) Our analysis of response preferences and sets in free
associations could provide misleading interpretations if we were
to regard all restricted associations as independent. ror an

analysis of their correlation we enumerated the overlap between
the different restrictions separately for each S. The overlap-
ping (identical) responses given under any two of the eight
restrictions added over stimuli and Ss thus can be obtained.
!to,,:ever, for Lore compreensive comparisons, we derived the sums

cf of ,2,'c') ,75711710 tn54k with the other SOVVII. Generally,

thcrt corvaril-on evoal that undc..- all four conditions Parts,

Locations, Similars and Functions are most clearly separated from
the other tasks. Following ,Ind Foregoing Words are conceptually

least distinct. ben conditio.s are pooled by response languages,
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German responses are always More overlapping than English
responses (Hyp. 4a). When the conditions are pooled by stimulus
languages, no significant differences are found. With the ex:ep-
tion of Superordinates and Similars, this holds also for the
comparison of intralingual and interlingual conditions.

As a comparison of Tables 3 and 4 shows, the number of different
responses (TTR) for restricted associations vary less markedly among
the four conditions than those for free associations. When comparisons
are made within the interlingual conditions of EG and GE, Ss react
always more "freely" on the tasks of restricted than of free associa-
tions, i.e., the number of different restricted associations is always
higher (.41 to .76 for EC; .42 to .73 for GE) than the number of differ-
ent free associations (.32 for both EG and GE) (Hyp. 3b). This result
can be explained by Ss' translative tendencies in free associations
which reduces the variability. For intralingual conditions of EE and
GG, Foregoing and Following Words elicit greater numbers of different
r.3Edonses (.72 and .69 for EE; .76 and .70 for GG) than free associa-
tions (.55 for E]; .63 for GG) (Hyp. 3b). Thus, Ss often react more
"freely" under restricted than under free associative instructions
and it is questionable whether the latter provide "the most nearly
context-free of all the techniques of eliciting verbal responses to
particular stimuli [Deese, 1965, p. 42]."

(3) Specific hypotheses about the psycholinguistic behavior of secoA
language learners have been derived from 1-mo general propositions. First,
response variability will be determined by the responses available in a
repertoire. Second,.response variability will be determined by
response preferences and sets. According to our results, the second
factor is the more important determinant of Ss' bilingual behavior.
Thus, when the number of different free associative responses were
compared between the intralingual conditions, the response variability
was greater for German than for English even thcyigh the differences
in vocabulary point in the opposite direction. Presumably, response
preferences and sets are insufficiently established for the German lan-
guage of our Ss. However, response variability is markedly lower for
loth interlingual than for both intralingual conditions. Presumably,
Ss apply systemat.ically either superficial clues (producing responses
which have the same initials as the stimuli), translate, or search for
substitutes of the stimuli (paradigmatic responses). Again, the
d.f.fferences in the vocabulary between the first and second languages
would have led to the wrong prediction, namely that response variability
under interlingtal conditions ought to fall between those of the intra-
lingual conditions of the first and the second language.

When comparing the number of different responses of the restricted
aid the free association tasks, we should expect lower response
variability for the former. Our results indicated, howe.rer, that
particular response classes and stimulusresporse relations do not seem
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to have -oeen sufficiently established in the second language of our Ss.
The number of different responses for the interlingual conditions is
always higher for the restricted than for the free associations. Under
he intralingual conditions, two tasks of restricted associations (Fore-

going Worth, and Following Words) produce larger response variabilities
than free associations. These results raise the general question of how
"free" Ss are when responding in a free association test and with what
kind of response preferences and sets they arrive in the laboratory.
Even though the results shown in Figure 12 provide some specific answers,
this problem has not been pursued much further in the present section but
has been discussed in chapter XII.

A successful application of the dualistic notion of response avail-
ability and response preferences and sets is not limited to the study of
bilingual behavior. As discussed in chapter IX, psycholinguistic per-
formance of creative persons has been characterized by increased response
variability in conjunction with well developed response preferences that
allow for a?propriate and efficient selections (Riegel, Riegel & Levine,
1966). Psycholinguistic performance of schizophrenics can be characterized
by the concepts of overreaction and counterreaction: whenever the external
constraint is weak, as under free associations, schizophrenics impose their
own severe response restrictions; whenever the external constraint is
strong, as ender certain restricted associations, they react very "freely'
(Stern & Ri,?.gel, 1970). First language acqW.sition consists IL. an increase

in response variability and in the development of specific response
classes, bet..h in regard to language production (Riegel, Riegel, Quarterman
& Smith, and language comprehension (Quarterman & Riegel, 1968;
Zivian & Rigel, 1969). Aging leads toward further strengthening of
response classes and by a strong tcmpor:lr, but not persistent, preference
for any kind of logical relatous at the expense of the more cornon infra-
logical ane grarlmatical relations (rUegcl F, Riei,e1, 1964).

The meenanisms of response preferences rind sets, as applien in several
of our inve-Ftigations are n vaguo, r.entalistic constructs b, t ..ave an

operational basis in the semantic-syntactic structnrc, of CI' lguages
as well as in the physical order of the environment with whieh
are confronted. ii linguists and psy.hclegists succeed in describing these
structures in a comprehensive and :.ystematic manner, it will 1)ecomc
possible to analyze response preferences and pots 'objectively" and to
develop a fIrmer basis for the study of individual and Oevelopnental '''-

ferences. IIinr,ual behavior, reppect, does not only re!'re. "
specific dimension of vsrintin hut al:io enables us to Ftudy interat n,

of differen linguistic structures, a!,,1 perhaps, of invariant

features of r-ivLholinguistic organization. A cotipr.-hol,Five analys7s of

these pfnlo-]s r,utT, ntF IWW appro.bje:, to second la,.;;;uage .trld

tuachine.
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The Speech of Interlingual Transformations in English and German

Languages differ in their degree of inflection, i.e., in the varia-
tion of word forms marking case, number, gender, person, tense, etc.
Because the function of the word within the sentence is marked by its
for.1 and not by its position in the sentence alone, the greater the degree
of inflection, the more flexible the word order in sentences can be. For
example, the highly inflected Lati-. language allows every word order,
whereas English with little inflection imposes a rigid word order. Even
simple English sentences of the form subject - predicate - object (S-P-0),
follow the rule of order very Jtrictiv. German, on the other hand, which
is a more inflected language than English allows (if judged with soma lin-
guistic tolerance) all of the six permutations of S, P, and 0. These
variations in word order and their effect upo.1 translation speecliare the
topic of the present study.

The most common, declarative form i the ame in German as in English
(S -P -O), e.g., "Der Vater whscht den Jungen" rnd "The father washes the
boy." Two permutations in German are applied to mark certain sentence
forms. The form P-S-0 indicates a question, e.g., "Wdscht der Vater
den Jungen?", whereas iv English, the auxiliary "do" is used to nark the
question, but no change in word order occurs, i.e., "Does the tather
wash the boy?" The German dependent clause requires the word order
S-O-P, ..."weil der Vater den Jungen whscht," whereas the English
dependent clause leaves the sentence unchanged, e.g., 'I, because the
father washes the boy". The German passive sentence, finally rearranges
the sentence parts more thoroughly by splitting the verb, e.g., "Der
Junge wird von dem Vater gewaschen", than the English passive sentence,
e.g., "The boy is washed by the father".

The remaining permutations are less common and non-obligatory in
German but, with some linvistic tolerance, arc acceptable for shifting
emphasis. For example, in the following P-O-S question and in the O-P-S
and O-S-P statements the emphasis is always on the boy; "Whscht den Jungen
der Vater?", "Den Jungen w1scht der Vater," "Den Jungen der Vater whscht".
Admittedly, all these expressions appear unusually but, due to the inflec-
tions, their meaning can he unambiguously identified. (This does not hold
for the same sentences when either or both the subject and the object are
of female or neuter gender; in these instances, there are no inflectional
differences between the nominative and accusative cases of the nouns
which would make the ident;lication of the subject and object of the
sentence possible. For example, the P-O-S question, "Wdscht das Kind die
mutter?", is likely to be interpreted as if the child were washing the

mother.)

All our examples have shown that translations between Inflected and
non-inflected languages require changes of word order. But there are
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also additions and deletions. For instance, the English language uses
the addition of "do" to mark the question. These markings are, especiaily
used by languages which do not have much freedom in the choice of word
orders. These considerations lead to the hypothesis that intralingual
transformations in English are easier to perform than intralingual trans-
formations in German. Two related arguments support this prediction.
Fewer rearrangements of words are ne,:essary in English and therefore
there is less load upon the performing S. There is a higher certainty
about the outcome in English because according to the strict word order
rules there is very little choice.

Transformation ules are an important part of Chomsky's generative
grammar. As additions, deletions, changes in order and other formal
operations they are applied to sr;me basic linguistic structures, which
themselves might adequately be explained in terms of phrase structure
rules. Since we are interested in bilingual behavior, we expand the
notion of transformation to interlingual conditions. Limiting our
arguments to the example of the question, we have already shown that
the English question is generated by adding an auxiliary, whereas in
German the question is formulated by reversal in word ord r. Therefore,

the translation of an English question into German can be understood as
a structural transformation. Since German sentences are more variable
in word order and since the shift from a more variable to a less variable
condition is easier than in tiv.! opposite direction, we conclude that it
is easier to translate a sentence Erns: German into English than from
English into German. Supplementing this hypotheses by the prediction
that intralingual transformations are easier than interlingual transforma-
tions we can summarise them as f'illows, whereby the first letters of
pairs indicate the stimulus lanyeago and the second the target language.

H 1: Intralingual transformations are easier in English (EE)
than in German (CG).

H 2: Interlingual transforw,tions are e.isier into English
(GE) than into German (E.G).

H 3: Interlingual transformations (EE, GG) are easier than
interlingual transformatioin(GE, EG).

Substituting the first two hypotheses into the third one we derive the
following order of difficulty far the four language conditions to he tested:

EE < GG < CE = CG.

Final iv, we predict butt ,

EI 4: All transformation difficulties are more marked for second
langua learnors of ..7erman, who havc no familiarity with
variable word orders from their nativk. 1..nguage than for
native spears.
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In the following experiment, three sentence forms in both English
and German are used, i.e., active declaratives, questions and passive
forms. Both a group of native speakers of English and of GermaJ were
tested and Ss were required to transform both within their first and
their second languages as well as between both languages in both direc-
tions. The transf3rmational difficulty was measured by speed of
translation.

The experiment was conducted in the United States (Ann
Arbor) with native speakers of English and in Switzerland
(ZUrich) with native speakers of German. In both cases Ss
were University students, who studied the second language as
their main area of concentration and who were recruited on a
voluntary basis. The 20 Swiss Ss included 11 males and 9
females, with a mean age of 26.3 years. All of them had a
good knowledge of English, having studied it in Gymnasium for
at least three years. During the experiment four Ss had to
be replaced because of their high error rates.

The three transformations in both languages made up a
total of six different sentence types to be tested: the
English declarative form (ED), the English question (EQ),
the English passive form (EP), the German declarative form
(GD), the German question (C)), and the German passive form
(GP). A set of 12 sentences was chosen, each of which was
composed of six words in the active declarative form and each
of which was of the form subject-predicate-object, e.g., "The
father has eaten the bread" or "Der Vater hat das Broat gegessen."
The present perfect tense was chosen to make conditions as
comparable as possible, e.g., to keep the number of words equal
in both languages.

The 12 sentences were randomly divided into two groups
each including all of the six sentence types. Each sentence

was written on a single sheet. These sentences will be called

input sentences (I). Two measures of the same transformation
of the same sentence type were taken to counteract possible
influences of the content of the particular sentences. The 12

sentences, in randomized order, made up one test booklet. All

sentences of one test booklet had to be trahsformed into cne
specific sentence type according to the instructions preceding the

test booklet. These sentences will be called output sentences (0).
Each transformation produced (0) was written down below the given

sentence (t).

The task was as follows! S read a given sentence, wrote
the required transformed sentence as quickly as he could,
pressed a button, turned the page and t.rent on with the next

sentence. In this way S completed six test booklets in randomized
order, one booklet for each of the six sentence types to be tested.

00
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Also the six output sentence types were randomized. A

few minutes rest were given between test booklets.

Before the six test booklets were administered, a
general instruction was read to S explaining the task and
three practice booklets were given, one for each of the
input sentence types to be transformed. Speed of perfor-
mance was emphasized. Furthermore, the complete vocabulary
list was presented to Ss for a short study and for further
reference during the task. This list contained all the
English and German words of the sentences of the experiment.
The list was used to eliminate unfamiliarity with the
vocabulary.

The transformation time was measured from one button
press to the next. At the beginning of each booklet a dummy
sentence was presented, the transformation time of which was
not recorded but which elicited the first utilized button
press for a booklet. The button press alternately activated
two clocks by means of a relay flip-flop. This gave E enough
time to record the time and to reset the clock. In Switzerland,

however, no electrically operated clocks were available. There-

fore, mechanically operated stop watches had to be used. By

pressing a bar which connected three watches, they were
alternately started, stopped and reset. To hold the conditions
as comparable as possible, there was a button for S to press,
and his button press was immediz:tely duplicated by E pressing
the bar. Still, there remains a difference in timing caused by
the delay of the F.'s pressing. For comparison of the Therican
and the Swiss data, special adjustments of the data art: necessary
therefore which shorten the Swiss latency measures by cor-ecting
for the delay of E's reaction.

Without going into the technical details of the results, in inter-
lingual and intralingual transformation tasks, transfacik,;is into
German take more time than those into English. Intralini,ial transforma-

tions are faster than interliugual ones. All results shco,,n in Tables 5

and 6 seem to support that the hypothesiv.ed order of increasing trans-
formation difficulty, EE < GE CG EC, is more marked for native
speakers of English than German. however, a simoler explanation fcr

transformation tire than transformation difficulty 11.-,,; to he considered

first.

Insert Tables 5 and 6 about here

(1) Writirp, time: Accordin, to the analyses of variances, the main
load upon the performing Ss lies in the production of the response sentences.
Due tc the procedures used, translation times represent confounded measures
of understanding, transf.orm.iv, And wilting. if writing takes More time

J1
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than understanding and transforming than the total translation time
should be correlated with the amount of writing to be done. A Spearman
rank correlation (with correction for ties) between the number cf letters
to write and the translation times for output sentence types equals
0.79 (p < .05) for native speakers of English and .0.97 (p < .01) for
native speakers of German. Thus, the translation time of German speaking
Ss can be reduced to a certain extent, to the tine it takes to write the
sentences. For English speaking Ss this is less true.

The relationships are graphically represented in Figure 8. Here,
the total number of letters in each sentence type is plotted against
the total translation time for each output sentence type. A nearly
linear function is found for the German data, whereas the English data
are pulled apart into two subsets representing the English and German
output sentences, respectively. The English data can be described
neither as linear nor as monotonous.

insert Figure 8 aLout here

The difficulties with the output sentences of native speakers of
English can be explained less well ly writing time. As the analysis of
variance has shown, the difficulty to render any sentence into German is
rather great for them; All the findings are more significant for the
native speakers of German. Therefore, our summ-rized hypotheses is
still valid for the native speakers of English; for them the order
EE < GE < GC < EG represents appropriately the increase in difficulty.
However, their difficulties cannot be explained in a unique way. Since

the German output sentences (which prove to be rather hard for them)
imply writing, and since the interlingual transformations (which also
prove to be hard for them) do not provide a possibility to copy the
word forms as the intralingual transformations do, the measured difficulty
could reflect their unfamiliarity with German orthography. Another reason
for the problems of native English speakers in German may consist in their
overall lower proficiency level. Finally, the unfamiliarity with the
tested grammatical structures could cause the difficulties. All these
explanations relate the difficulty of English speaking Ss with German to
their relative unfamiliarity with properties of this language. If no
basic difficulty of the German langu,r,;e is assumed (since the data
suggest no differences in difficulty between the English and the German
language), the difficulties of the English speaking Ss with German may be
overcome through considerable additional experience.

(2) Number of transformations. As pointed out before, the intra-
lingual conditions are easier than the interlingual ones (this is true
for English speaking Ss and somewhat less strongly fok German speaking Ss).
In other words, transformations are easier to perform if no translation is
involved. As suggested in th,. introduction, translations can be understood
as structural changes similar to transformations. They too imply
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rearrangements as well as other operations similar to transformations.
Adopting an additive model of transformations (Mehler, 1963; Savin &
Perchenock, 1965), which assumes higher difficulty of sentences
involving more than one transformation, the latencies in the present
experiment might be assumed to be related to the nvmber of "transfol a-
tions" they require, i.e., either no transformatioq and no translation
(0 transformation) or only one transformation or translation (1 trans-
formation), or both one transformation and one translation (2 transforma-
tions). The Spearman rank correlation coefficients (with correction for
ties) between such an index and translation latencies fail to show,
however, the value of such an explanation for our dlata (English: r

s
= .25,

p > .05; German: r
s

= .25, p > .05).

(3) Number of changed positions of words: As another explanation of
the varying degree of difficulty of the tested trovsformations we postulate
that the performance time is a function of the number of words or sentence
components that have to be added or altered in their funtions. Sentences

with more serial changes put a greater load up on the memory of the trans-
lator. Thus, in the first version of this analysif, the number of changed
word positions was enumerated by considering every'word as one position
and any newly inserted word as a change of one pos.tion. Table 7 shows

the numbers for all the transformations executed sammed over six sentences.
The Spearman rank correlation (with correcticn for ties) between number of
changed word position and performance times is r .32 (p < .05) for the

English data and r = .48 (p < .01) for the German data. Thus, the number
of words to rearrange in order to perform a transbjmation has some in-
fluence upon the performance, especially for nativc speakers of German.

This finding is somewhat in contradiction to he earlier suggestion,
which according to writing time is the main variah,.e influencing the

German data. Already there, it was mentioned thou;h that the correla-
tion methods used are not very powerful tools. Th2refore, it cannot bl
decided for sure to what extent writing time explains the. German resuiLs.
Additionally, there is a certain correlation between writing time and
amount of word position chanu (r = .45, p < .05), which suggests that

the two measures are not indel,endes nt. However, this njdei fits the German
data quite well, wbereas it explains less well the English results. This

finding nay lead to the speculation that amount of reL'irangement in word
order has significance for the transformation of t e fairly sophisticated
bilingual speiAer, but contributes less to the und?rstanding of basic
unfamiliarity with German.

Insert Table 7 about here
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(4) Number of changed positions of sentence pares: A more appro-
priate unit of position changes might be the sentence parts. Words are
often rearran3ed within sentences as whole clusters, i.e., as sentence
pacts, e.g , articles or adjectives are always switched together with
t!.e nouns. In the present analysis the number of changes of such sentence
parts was enumerated in the same way as for words, counting each sentence
part as one position. In case of verbs with auxiliaries, the main verb
was considered the important part. The number of sentence part changes
summed over six sentences are given in Table 8. Unfortunately, the pro-
cedure of enumerating position changes is a somewhat arbitrary but has
a crucial impact on the outcome of the correlation. Because the sentences
are short, small variations in the assessing procedure have an effect.
Under thu present condition, the Spearnan rank correlation (with correc-
tion for ties) between the number of pcsition changes and performance
times is rs = .26 (p < .05) for the English data and r = .43 (p < .01)

for the German data. Thus, this method accounts for tEe data to about
the same extent as the analysis of changes in word position. And again,
there is a stronger relationship for the German than for the English data.

Insert Table 8 about here

(5) Base structure analysis: Since the degree of rearrangement ih
word order which a transformation requires seems co relate to the amo
of time which is needed for the transformation, an analysis in terms (.
"base structure" might be attempted. The base structure, it has been
argued, represents the "blueprint" of sentences upon which transforma-
tions are applied changing it into various surface structure sentence!-.
For our purpose, the base structure may be understood as that form
which has minimal distance to all the possible surface sentences in
English or German. Or formulated in terms of word order, the sentence
form which requires minimal rearrangement to be transformed into all t'

possible other sentences is closest to such a base structure and should,
therefore, take the shortest time to be formed.

In our design, the following order of increasing word position
changes in comparison to all other transformations was observed: GD =
cg < ED = EQ < GP < EP. There is no correlation between this order ani
the total performance times for the output sentence types (English:
r = .09, p > .05. German: r = .44, p > .05). But there is a fairly

high correlation, although not significant, with the total performance
times for the input sentence types (English: rs = .68, p > .05. German.
r
s

= .74, p > .05).

In our experiment three types of transformations were used: the
transformations into active declaratives, questions, and passive
sentences. As it turns out, there is a difference between these
transformations. The transforinatiort;into passive sentences were fours,'
to he hardest, those into declarative taro easi,2st. Especially the
German passives took up rucli r.ore tine thAn the other transformations,
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Again, these findings can be related to differences in writing time,
since the passive sentences included two more words ("by," "has," or
'von,' "worden") than the other sentence;; i.e., they included five
more letters in the English passive and nine more in the German
passive sentences. Moreover, for the Geiman Ss, even the passive
form is harder to understand than the other forms. Thus, the passive
form, indeed, causes many more difficulties.

Footnote
1
The research reported herein was supported in part pursuant to

Contract OEC-0-9-097740-3743(014) with the U. S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, Office of Education, under be provisions of
P. L. 83-531, Cooperative Research, and the provisions of Tille VI,
P. L. 85-864, as amended.
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Table 1

Minimum Group Overlaps in Percentages
for Seven Tasks and Two Groups of Ss.

Tasks Spanish English

Superordinates 25.8 39.0

CoordiOates 31.1 52.1

Similars 21.9 44.6

Contrasts 42.6 52.9

Functions 34.7 46.1

Qualities 22.7 29.5

Parts 20.4 47.6

Average 28.5 44.4

Table 2

Sums of Overlaps between Any One Task and the Remaining Six

Tasks

per S and Stimulus Multiplied by

1st Span. 1st Engl.

(Span. Ss) (Amer. Ss)

100

2nd Span.
(Amer. Ss)

2nd Engl.

(Span. Ss)

Superordinates 23.3 16.1 21.1 45.5

Coordinates 45.3 59.9 56.4 67.6

Similars 35.8 51.3 40.8 62.9

Contrasts 24.6 31.0 37.2 34.9

Functions 11.5 7.3 6.9 20.8

Qualities 13.2 5.7 13.9 16.0

Parts 19.6 12.4 19.3 25.5

173.3 183.7 195.2 273.2
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Table 3

Results of Free Associations for
Five Testing Conditions

TTR PSI PTS

EE .55 7 0

GG .63 16 0

EG .32 27 56

GE .32 39 62

FE(w)

(n)

.43 38 53

.57 68 24

Note: The letters in the first column refer to the
stimulus and response language respectively: E
English, G = German, F = French, w = with some knowledge
of French, n = with no knowledge of French.

TTR = type-token ratios; PSI = % of responses with the
same initials as the stimulus; PTS = % of responses
identical with translations of stimuli.

Tahlt_ 4

Results of Restricted Associations for Four Testing
Conditions Averaged Over Eight Tasks

TTR PF0 FTO

EE .50 21 20

GG .55 21 30

EG .54 14 27

GE .54 7 20

Note: The letters in the first column refer to the
stimulus and response language respectively: E =

English, G = German.

TTR = type-token ratios: PF0 = of free associative
overlaps; PTO = 7 of the overlaps of any one task of
restricted associations with tie other seven.

U
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Table 5

Total Transformation Times for English Data Summed
Over 20 Ss and 12 Sentences (in sec.)

Output

Input Declar.

English

Passive Declar.

German

Passive TotalQuestion Question

Declar. 475.07 488.20 565.19 616.08 633.08 778.53 3556.15
X
co

a Question 471.19 488.26 581.19 648.61 652.51 815.08 3656.8

Passive 492.98 552.45 559.28 658.72 646.29 813.73 3723.45

Declar. 492.40 541.33 599.85 565.10 605.12 758.24 3562.04

Question 499.69 551.17 605.57 581.66 574.04 782.15 3594.28

Passive 530.32 572.51 643.35 614.42 658.20 712.73 3731.53

Total 2961.65 3193.92 3i54.43 3684.59 3769.24 4660.46 21824.29

4
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Table 6

Total Transformation Times for German Data Summed
Over 20 Ss and 12 Sentences (in see.)

Output

Input Declar.

English

Passive Declar.

German

Passive TotalQuestion Question

Declar. 451.20 471.95 543.80 504.65 529.W 627.35 3128.3
x

Question 471.20 471.35 557.95 523.05 538.25 623.40 3185.20
ca
z
;.'4 Passive 500.70 536.25 547.60 518.25 535.35 640.55 3278,70

Declar. 453.00 490.30 548.65 505.10 514.55 597.65 3109.25

Question 504.20 499.85 570.85 486.10 507.05 628.75 3196.80

0 Passive 506.75 543.10 567.35 506.55 530.35 611.10 3265.20

Total 2887.05 3012.80 3336.2C 3043.70 3154.95 3728.80 19163.50
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Table 7

Number of Changes in Word Positions for 36 Types of
Transformations Summed Over Six Sentences per Cell

Input

English

Output

German

m
C,)

,-,

a
zw

D

Q

P

0

4

18

4

0

18

18

18

0

4

8

18

8

4

18

lu

18

10

W
LI

D

Q

P

4

8

18

8

4

18

18

18

10

0

4

14

4

0

14

14

14

0

labie 8

Number of Chwi6es of Sentence Components fur 36 Types
Of Tr.ln,-)rmations Sum-ed Over Six Sentences Per Cell

Input D Q Q P

= D 0 0 2 2 4
co

Q 0 0 4 2 2 4

P 4 0 4 2

D 2 2 4 0 0 2

Q 2 2 4 0 0 2

P 4 4 2 2 2 0
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TABLE

V
TISCH

Fig. 2. Equivalence and extralingual relitions.

.3
1

Coo Sim Con Sup Par Fun Qua

Fig. 3. Averso type token ratios for seven types of restricted

associations and three language famiLe.
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Fig. 4. Average percent overlaps for seven types of restricted
associations and three language families.
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Fig. 5. Predicted familiarity with intralingual relations in
English and Spanish for Amarican and Spanish Ss.
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1st Language 2 nd Language

Fig. 6. Subsets of responses given by first and second language
learners (MGO = items already acquired by second language learners; A =
items already acquired, but to be used more often; B = items not yet
used; C = items used too frequently; and D = items not to be used any
longer. Both MGO + A + B and MGO + C + D equal 100 percent, respec-
tively; 1st GO - MGO = A; 2nd GO - MGO = C.
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